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E-MEDIAVISION.COM ANNOUNCES NEW POINT-HD TRAINER TELESTRATOR AT NAB 2010 

 

London, England, April 12, 2010…e-mediavision.com today announced new addition to its Audio 

Visual,Sports Coaching, Teaching and Corporate Presentations Telestrator:- POINT-HD Trainer, which will 

be demonstrated at NAB 2010. 

 

Point-HD Trainer the presentation (A/V) version of the broadcast system sees the introduction of a 

software only based solution which can be run on most modern day laptops or PC’s. The POINT-HD 

Trainer enables the user to use a secondary VGA/DVI output to display the telestrator graphics over any 

background as a “show output” without displaying any of the user menus or tools. 

The secondary output can also be resized and scaled according to the display requirements, i.e. the 

laptop main user screen may be a resolution of say 1280 x 1024 whilst the secondary output can be set 

for 1280 x 720. 

 

With POINT-HD Trainer, presenters can annotate, draw, place and move animated graphics over live 

video, Still images, External computer inputs(via option), using a touch screen monitor(s). The user 

interface can be customized to suit individual preferences, allowing the non-technical presenter to easily 

use the tools live on air with minimal training. 

 

From a production point of view, POINT-HD allows customized graphics to be imported and used as a 

tool within the presenter’s interface, thus enabling any program to have its own unique look and feel. 

 

About e-mediavision.com: 

 

e-mediavision.com, based in London, England, is a world leader in real-time video graphic systems for 

the sports, news, weather and media markets, as well as multi-image display solutions with its X-View 

display processors and X-Com control and monitoring system. 

For more information, go to www.e-mediavision.com. 
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